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ABSTRACT

We present simulations, which predict significantly higher laser to x-ray efficiencies than those previously found in high-intensity
(1020–1022 W cm�2) laser–solid simulations. The bremsstrahlung emission is shown to last for 10–100 ps, which is difficult to model with
conventional particle-in-cell (PIC) codes. The importance of collective effects is also demonstrated, showing the limitations of Monte
Carlo modeling in these systems. A new, open-source hybrid-PIC code with bremsstrahlung routines has been developed to model this
x-ray production in 3D. Special boundary conditions are used to emulate complex electron refluxing behavior, which has been character-
ized in 1D and 2D full-PIC simulations. The peak x-ray efficiency was recorded in thick gold targets, with ð7:46 1:0Þ% conversion of laser
energy into x-rays of energy 1MeV or higher. The target size is shown to play a role in the conversion efficiency and angular distribution
of emitted x-rays, and a simple analytic model is presented for estimating these efficiencies.

Published under an exclusive license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0055398

I. INTRODUCTION

When a high-intensity laser pulse strikes a solid target, the illumi-
nated surface is ionized and forms a plasma layer. This plasma is fur-
ther heated by the laser, injecting a large current of high-energy (hot)
electrons into the solid, with a roughly exponential energy distribu-
tion.1 Multi-petawatt laser facilities such as ELI2 and Apollon3 are
expected to reach intensities between 1022 and 1023 W cm�2, creating
hot electrons over 100MeV in energy. Such electrons could lead to
efficient x-ray generation through either nonlinear Compton scatter
(NCS) in the laser focus, or through bremsstrahlung as the electrons
traverse the solid. These x-rays could act as a source for photonuclear
reactions,4 radiotherapy,5 radiography,6 or in pair production for labo-
ratory astrophysics.7 As x-rays are emitted in the direction of motion
for ultra-relativistic particles, angular distributions may also act as a
diagnostic for electron motion and divergence within the solid.

Calculating the conversion efficiency of hot electron energy into
bremsstrahlung radiation is complicated by the existence of competing
energy loss mechanisms. Some energy goes to ionization energy loss,
where hot electrons excite atomic electrons in the solid and raise the
target temperature. The hot electron current will also draw a resistive
return current response, establishing fields, which reduce the hot elec-
tron energy and further heat the target (Ohmic heating). Upon reach-
ing the target edge, the highest energy electrons will escape, but the

build-up of negative charge beyond the target boundary forms a
sheath field, which reflects most electrons back in.8 Electron refluxing
provides an additional energy loss mechanism, as energy may be trans-
ferred to ion acceleration, and the sheath field strength can change
during a reflux event.9,10 These processes reduce the energy available
for bremsstrahlung radiation and must be characterized.

Several groups have already characterized the x-ray emission in
laser–solid simulations by adding bremsstrahlung radiation to
particle-in-cell (PIC) codes, and treating the solid as a cold, dense
plasma.11–18 This approach has the advantage of directly modeling the
absorption of laser energy in the pre-plasma, but requires a large num-
ber of computational macro-particles to suppress self-heating.16,19 In
low-resolution PIC simulations, electrons gain energy non-physically
and bremsstrahlung routines allow this energy to be radiated away,
producing a false x-ray emission. Due to high computational demands,
these codes are typically restricted to short-pulse 2D simulations for
thin targets and are often not run long enough to capture the full
bremsstrahlung emission. Previous attempts14,15 to characterize the
bremsstrahlung efficiency with PIC codes have considered the energy
radiated in 36 and 300 fs, but these run-times are insufficient to
capture an emission on the order 10–100 ps.

Other groups8,20–22 have used Monte Carlo codes like Geant423–25

to model x-ray production in these systems. Electron injection
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characteristics are either modeled with PIC codes or assumed from
the laser intensity, duration, and focal spot size, and the bremsstrah-
lung emission is recorded as electrons propagate through the solid.
Cross sections for bremsstrahlung, elastic scatter, and ionization
energy loss are evaluated using the known values for electrons in sol-
ids, but each electron is treated independently and collective effects
such as sheath-field energy loss, resistive electric fields, and any gen-
erated magnetic fields are neglected.

We have developed a hybrid extension26 to the PIC code
EPOCH,19,27,28 including resistive fields and elastic scatter equa-
tions,29,30 with additional bremsstrahlung and M€oller scatter algo-
rithms adapted from Geant4.23–25 This provides a similar
functionality to the hybrid-PIC code LSP,31 but in an open-source for-
mat. A brief discussion of the code is presented in Sec. II, with techni-
cal details and benchmarking covered in the Appendixes. This code
has allowed 3D simulation of the full bremsstrahlung emission with
some collective effects, which cannot be done using traditional PIC or
Monte Carlo codes. The bremsstrahlung radiation characteristics and
boundary conditions are presented in Sec. III, where we show signifi-
cantly higher laser-to-x-ray efficiencies than in previous simulations,
which only modeled run-times under 500 fs.14,15 As the focus of this
paper is energy loss within the solid, we will ignore the NCS x-rays
associated with electron acceleration in the laser focal spot.32,33

II. CODE
A. Hybrid-PIC

Hybrid-PIC codes only simulate the hot electrons in laser–solid
interactions, making them far less computationally expensive than tra-
ditional full-PIC codes.29,30 A hybrid field solver assumes the presence
of a return current based on the temperature and resistivity of the
solid, and adds in the corresponding fields without having to simulate
the many cold particles in the solid density plasma. This cold plasma
treatment is justified in metals and insulators, as target ionization
occurs quickly via pre-pulse heating near the surface, and through
Ohmic heating and collisional heating due to hot electron propagation
within the target bulk.34 This hot electron heating will be enough to
ensure ionization of the target, providing the injected electron energy
is higher than the energy required to ionize most of the target atoms.
Equations describing the evolution of the fields, temperature, and
resistivity of the solid are presented in Appendix A.

Originally, hybrid-PIC codes were designed to track hot electrons
of lower energy than those of interest here, lacking bremsstrahlung
radiation and using a continuous form of ionization energy loss.30 At
higher electron energies, a more appropriate form of ionization loss
would also include discrete M€oller scatter, where incident electrons
can lose large amounts of energy creating secondary hot electrons (d-
rays) by fully exciting atomic electrons from the background solid.
Algorithms for bremsstrahlung radiation have also been included. The
full details of the physics applied to hot electrons as they traverse the
solid are given in Appendix B. Additionally, a set of benchmarks for
the code is provided in Appendix C.

When hot electrons reach a simulation boundary, those above a
critical energy jesca0mec2 are removed from the simulation (escaped),
while the rest are reflected (refluxed). Here,me and c describe the elec-
tron rest mass and the speed of light, respectively. The normalized vec-
tor potential

a0 � 8:5� 10�6
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
I0k

2
q

; (1)

describes the strength of the laser, with I0 denoting the peak, cycle-
averaged intensity (Wm�2), and k the wavelength. Refluxing electrons
have their total momentum reduced by jtnsaa0mec on each re-
injection and are scattered through an angle randomly sampled from a
uniform distribution between 6 0:5rhDhi. The empirical parameters
are assigned values jesc ¼ 2; jtnsa ¼ 2:7� 10�3, and rhDhi ¼ 23�.
These values were taken from 2D full-PIC simulations of electrons
refluxing in sheath fields and are calculated in Sec. III C. A discussion
of the uncertainties introduced by simplifying the complex electron
reflux behavior into this model is also presented in Sec. IV.

B. Simulation setup

Hybrid-PIC simulations were run to model the hot electron to
bremsstrahlung efficiency, ge!c for a variety of targets at different
intensities. Unless stated otherwise, the hybrid-PIC simulations in this
paper were run with cubic cells of side 0.7lm, as this was found to be
the largest cell size, which converged the electric and magnetic fields in
test runs. To improve statistics, the bremsstrahlung cross section was
increased by a factor of 10, and macro-photon weights were reduced
by the same factor to conserve real particle number. The efficiency of
laser energy to hot-electron energy was set to gl!e ¼ 0:3.

Hot electrons were injected into the simulation through the xmin

boundary, with spatial and temporal envelope functions, f(r) and g(t),
respectively. A 2D Gaussian was used for f(r), characterized by a radial
full-width at half maximum (fwhm), rfwhm. Similarly, a 1D Gaussian
was used for g(t), described by the fwhm, tfwhm. To cut off low-weight
macro-electrons, nothing was injected when gðtÞ < 0:1, or into cells
with f ðrÞ < 0:5. This gave a mean envelope of hfgi � 0:41 for cells
injecting electrons, with a mean root envelope h

ffiffiffiffi
fg

p
i � 0:61.

The laser intensity was varied in the range 1020–1022 W cm�2,
with rfwhm¼ 5lm, and tfwhm¼ 40 fs. 1226 macro-electrons per time
step were injected into each cell, which satisfied the envelope condi-
tions. Macro-electrons were uniformly injected into a cone where the
half angle was the smaller of 20� or tan�1ð

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2=ðc� 1Þ

p
Þ from Moore

scaling,35 where c is the Lorentz factor of a given injected electron.
The initial background electron and ion temperatures were set to

300K. In reality, heating from the rising edge of the main laser pulse
would create a complex temperature distribution, but initial target
temperatures are unimportant for the evolution of hot electrons due to
rapid Ohmic heating. It is expected that the temperature of cells will
rise from 300K to 1 eV in less than 1 fs when exposed to the current
density of the injected electron beam, which is a negligible timescale
for a 40 fs pulse. In all simulated targets, the injected electron energy is
at least 4 times higher than the energy required to ionize a single elec-
tron from every target atom, which implies a return current will be
present for the hybrid-PIC field solver.34

III. RESULTS
A. Bremsstrahlung efficiency

Figure 1 shows ge!c evaluated for multiple 100� 100� 100
lm3 targets in 3D hybrid-PIC simulations. The target materials con-
sidered were Al, Cu, Sn, and Au, and plastic CH targets are also shown
plotted at atomic number Z¼ 2.7. The peak efficiency of hot electron
energy to x-rays over 1MeV occurs for the 1022 W cm�2 shot on Au
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with ge!c ¼ 0:25, which corresponds to a laser to x-ray efficiency of
gl!c ¼ 0:074.

These simulations consider the full bremsstrahlung emission and
observe efficiencies higher than those reported from PIC simulations.
Previous estimates14,15 for gl!c in Al targets at 1022 Wcm�2 have
ranged from 4� 10�6 to 8� 10�5 compared to 0.014 in these simula-
tions, although the larger target size here also contributes to the greater
efficiency. These high efficiencies are significant in experiments where
bremsstrahlung is a background, suggesting measurement of x-rays
from other processes (e.g., NCS) may be much more difficult than
currently expected.

To estimate the run-times required to capture the full brems-
strahlung emission for Fig. 1, the x-ray characteristics were found for
different targets shot by a 1022 Wcm�2 pulse. Figure 2 shows the rate
of x-ray production for photons over 1MeV in energy. The emission
lasts on the order of 10–100 ps, with a strong dependence on target
shape when using reflux boundaries, as electrons in smaller targets
spend less time between reflux events and lose energy faster. The emis-
sion from lower Z targets lasts longer, as ionization loss and brems-
strahlung have reduced stopping powers. This plot shows x-rays
created within the solid and not the x-rays measured outside, as the
code lacks target self-attenuation from the photoelectric effect
(although this is less important for x-ray energies of a few MeV or
greater).

The angular distribution of x-ray energy also varied with target
geometry as shown in Fig. 3, although no target reproduced the lobes
observed by Vyskočil et al.15 While the data do produce lobes when
plotting energy per radian, dE=dh, in 3D simulations it is more appro-
priate to plot energy per steradian, dE=dX, which re-weights the bins
and shows a dominant emission in the forward and backward
directions. A novel angular distribution is observed for the small foil
10� 502 lm3 target, which shows some emission perpendicular to the
injection direction. This is because electrons deflected into the perpen-
dicular direction can travel for a long time and emit many x-rays
before hitting another boundary and scattering away. The perpendicu-
lar emission is less visible in the large foil 50lm �1 mm2 target as

electrons experience reflux scatter less often, and so more energy is
lost by the time they scatter into a perpendicular direction.

Figure 3 also shows that magnetic B fields reduce the emission.
While B fields cannot take energy from the electrons, it was found that
their presence led to more energy loss by resistive fields. This suggests
B fields reduce electron divergence, leading to higher current densities
and stronger electric fields through (A1).

In Fig. 4, the bremsstrahlung energy spectra are given for
some Cu targets. These spectra have a sharp gradient change at
Ec � 86MeV, as the only electrons, which can radiate above this
energy escape the target after only one pass. The size of the target in x
determines the length of this pass, and the energy spectra beyond
86MeV are grouped by this size. Smaller targets produce less brems-
strahlung radiation overall, as reflux events are more common and
take away a greater proportion of the hot electron energy.

FIG. 1. Efficiency of hot electron kinetic energy to bremsstrahlung x-rays over
1 MeV photon energy in cubic targets of side length 100lm. The data points show
hybrid-PIC simulations, and the background heatmap comes from a simple scaling
model. Regions where different energy loss mechanisms dominate are split by the
pink lines.

FIG. 2. Temporal distribution of bremsstrahlung radiation from hybrid-PIC simula-
tions, with a laser of intensity 1022 W cm�2 on cubic targets of various compositions
and sizes (labeled l3 for side length l).

FIG. 3. Angular distribution of bremsstrahlung radiation from hybrid-PIC simulations
(1022 W cm�2, Cu). The injection direction is given by the arrow, and the sign of py
determines the deviation direction for the macro-photons. Target dimensions are
labeled as l � w2, where l is the length parallel to electron injection, and the trans-
verse area is w�w. The dashed line data refer to a test where the magnetic field
was held at 0 in all cells throughout the simulation.
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The bremsstrahlung spectrum for the 10� 502 lm3 Cu target
was also calculated from a simulation without d-rays. Instead of add-
ing d-rays as macro-electrons, which can go on to produce photons,
their energy was dumped to the local cell as a temperature increase.
The resulting spectrum showed no significant difference to the case
with d-rays, which suggests the rare high-energy photon emissions
from rare high-energy d-rays play a negligible role in the total brems-
strahlung emission.

The results presented here rely on boundary conditions, which
only approximate the refluxing behavior. Short timescale boundary
characterizations (less than 1 ps) were performed in 2D full-PIC codes,
although these time-scales were insufficient to model solid decompres-
sion. In Al 1022 Wcm�2, a final background temperature of 3.7 keV
was recorded at the focal spot location, which suggests the target could
grow 2lm over 10 ps according to the mean thermal ion speed. The
uncertainties introduced by this boundary treatment are addressed in
Sec. IV.

B. Energy loss mechanisms

A breakdown of the total energy lost to each mechanism is shown
in Fig. 5 for the 1020 and 1022 Wcm�2 simulations in 1003lm3 Al and
Au targets. It was found that 28% of all lost energy in the Au 1022

Wcm�2 simulation was due to bremsstrahlung radiation (from all
photon energies), which dominated all other forms of energy loss.
Ionization loss dominated at 1020 Wcm�2, taking 47% of the hot elec-
tron energy in Al and 59% in Au. Reflux energy loss dominated in
1022 Wcm�2 Al, accounting for 51% of the energy loss. Escaping
energy took away 17%–22% in all simulations, and resistive fields
accounted for 8%–19%. While some electrons gained energy from
these electric fields, field gains were less than 2% of the field losses in
all four simulations.

A simple model was constructed to quickly estimate the efficien-
cies of hot electron energy loss mechanisms, and to demonstrate how
these scale with laser and target parameters. This model condenses the
exponential injection of electron kinetic energies, �k into three macro-
electrons, characterized by the high-energy x-ray threshold, �thc
(1MeV here), and the escape energy �esc ¼ jesca0mec2. The “warm”

macro-electron describes all electrons with �k < �thc , the “emitting”
macro-electron holds �thc � �k < �esc, and the “escaping” macro-
electron holds �k � �esc. The macro-electron weights are found from
integrating

dNe

d�k
¼ Ne

h�ki
e��k=h�ki; (2)

between the defining kinetic energy limits, where the mean injected
kinetic energy h�ki ¼ a0mec2h

ffiffiffiffi
fg

p
i. From (B1), the total number of

injected electrons is

Ne ¼
I0hfgi

pr2fwhm
4

� �
tfwhm

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ln 10
ln 2

r !
gl!e

h�ki
; (3)

after substitution of the full injection area and pulse duration for our
envelopes. Similarly, the three macro-electron �k values are found
from integrating �kdNe=d�k between the defining energies.

Four stopping-powers are used to characterize energy loss from
the individual energy loss mechanisms. For bremsstrahlung36 and ion-
ization energy loss,30 we use the continuous stopping power
approximations,

�d�
dx

����
brem

¼ ce6

12p3�30mec3�h
niZ

2 ln
5:6p�0�hc

Z1=3e2

� �
; (4)

�d�
dx

����
ion

¼ Znie4

4p�20mev2
ln

�k
Iex

� �
þ 1
2
ln ðcþ 1Þþ 0:909

c2

�

� 0:818
c
� 0:246

�
; (5)

where the bremsstrahlung stopping power considers emission into
photons of all energies. These use the permittivity of free space, �0,
reduced Planck constant, �h, and electron charge and speed, e and v,
respectively. Solid parameters ni and Iex denote the ion number density

FIG. 4. Photon energy distribution of bremsstrahlung radiation from hybrid-PIC sim-
ulations (1022 W cm�2, Cu). Target dimensions are labeled as in Fig. 3. The pink
line denotes the electron escape energy.

FIG. 5. Hot electron energy loss breakdown for four hybrid-PIC simulations from
Fig. 1. The remaining electron energy in these simulations was less than 0.03% of
the total energy lost over the runtime.
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and mean excitation energy. The stopping power from photons over
energy �thc is

�d�
dx

���
�c>�thc

¼ �d�
dx

���
brem

�k � �thc
�k

 !
; (6)

which can be used to calculate ge!c. In a target of size Lx � Ly � Lz ,
the typical path between two boundaries is roughly ðLx þ Ly þ LzÞ=3.
The energy lost in a reflux event is described by the reflux boundaries,
so we approximate a continuous reflux stopping power of the form

�d�
dx

���
tnsa
¼ 3jtnsaa0mec2

Lx þ Ly þ Lz
: (7)

For fields, the stopping power is equivalent to the Lorentz force, eE,
where the electric fields in this system are described in (A1). Assuming
the hot electron current density, jh is balanced by the background elec-
tron current, and the stopping power may be written as �egjh for a
solid with resistivity, g. By approximating a suitable form for jhðxÞ, we
have

�d�
dx

���
field
¼ e2hgi

I0hfgi
1
2
rfwhm

� �2

gl!e

x tan hc þ
1
2
rfwhm

� �2

h�ki
; (8)

where a constant typical resistivity hgi has been used. Here, we have
assumed the injected current begins with a circular area of radius
rfwhm=2, where electrons move into a cone of half-angle hc, such that
the current radius at x includes the x tan hc term. This ensures the field
stopping power diminishes as electrons spread out in the solid.

The warm and “emitting” macro-electrons are integrated
through these stopping powers until they have no more energy, and
the “escaping” macro-electron is integrated to x¼ Lx, at which point
the remaining energy is considered to be escaped. Using hc ¼ 20� and
hgi ¼ 10�6X m, ge!c was calculated over the simulation range shown
in Fig. 1 and forms the background heatmap. The hgi value comes
from a simple order-of-magnitude estimate, as resistive fields are only
important in the high current densities of the initial injected beam,
where temperature and resistivity quickly rise to the order of 100 eV
and 10�6X m, respectively. This simple model shows good agreement
with the simulation data, which supports this choice of hgi.

While calculating this heatmap, a constant ni ¼ 6� 1028 m�3

was used, along with the approximation Iex � 11 eZ. The dominant
emission mechanisms were identified in each calculation and are
grouped by the pink lines in Fig. 1. For high Z targets, ionization loss
dominates at low intensities, while bremsstrahlung dominates at high
intensities. In lower Z targets, the stopping power associated with these
processes decreases and reflux energy loss becomes the dominant pro-
cess, making these setups especially unsuitable for modeling using tra-
ditional Monte Carlo codes, which lack collective effects.

C. Reflux energy loss

The reflux boundaries described in Sec. IIA are characterized by
three empirical parameters. These are related to the escape energy
threshold, jesc, the mean reflux momentum loss, jtnsa and the range of
scatter values, rhDhi. The specific values used in the 3D hybrid-PIC

simulations of Secs. IIIA and III B were calculated from 2D full-PIC
simulations in EPOCH. These full-PIC runs modeled electron reflux-
ing in the sheath fields and were similar to the characterizations per-
formed by Rusby et al.9

Four simulations modeled two targets (C and Au) shot at two dif-
ferent laser intensities (1020 and 1022 Wcm�2). All targets were given
a pre-plasma for ð�4 < x < 0Þ lm, with an electron number density
neðxÞ ¼ ne0 exp ðx=LpÞ, where ne0 is the solid electron number den-
sity, and the pre-plasma scale length, Lp¼ 2lm. The solid density
region spanned 0 < x < Ls, where the solid length, and Ls was 10lm
for C and 2lm for Au. All simulations used a laser with rfwhm ¼ 5lm,
and tfwhm¼ 40 fs to match the hybrid-PIC simulations.

C simulations assumed fully ionized targets, with a runtime of
700 fs, 250 macro-electrons, and 50 macro-ions per cell, for square
cells of side 20 nm. The simulation window spanned ð�30 < x
< 130Þ lm, with y between 610lm. For Au, we used Au51þ ions,
which had a greater ne than Al and so smaller square cells of side 5nm
were used to prevent self-heating. The simulation window was reduced to
having x and y range between 610 and 64lm, respectively, with 125
macro-electrons and 25 macro-ions per cell, and a run-time of 160 fs.

Simulations were run without collisions for computational effi-
ciency. While this is a poor approximation for the cold background
particles, the sheath fields develop according to the hot electron char-
acteristics, which are mostly unaffected by collisions over the consid-
ered timescales.37,38 Using (B4), the time taken for a hot electron of
energy a0mec2 to scatter 90� is at least eight times greater than the sim-
ulation run-time in all cases. The energy lost to collisions for this elec-
tron is estimated to be under 10% for all simulations according to the
collisional stopping power (5).

Six EPOCH particle probes were positioned in the simulation
window: two tracking electrons escaping the window through xmin

and xmax boundaries, and the rest tracking particles entering and leav-
ing the solid density region at x¼ 0 and x¼ Ls. These probes output
the momentum, position, and weight of each macro-particle passing
them and have been extended to also output particle ID and crossing
time. All macro-electrons in the pre-plasma were tracked and were
considered hot electrons once they triggered the x¼ Ls probe for the
first time.

Once hot electrons exit the solid-density region there are four
possible end-states: re-entering the solid (refluxed), escaping the simu-
lation window through an x boundary (escaped), a y boundary (lost,
no useful information), or remaining outside the solid but within the
window until the end of the simulation (absorbed into the sheath
field). These runs determined the likelihood of these end-states and
also looked at how the properties of hot electrons changed over a
reflux.

Figure 6 shows a number spectrum of hot electrons in the C
1022Wcm�2 simulation as they pass x¼ Ls into the vacuum. Most
electrons reflux back into the target, with the highest energy electrons
escaping through xmax and some lower energy electrons ending in the
sheath field. The jesc parameter was chosen such that jesca0mec2 was
the energy associated with the first bin in Fig. 6, which had all electrons
escape after passing into the vacuum from x¼ Ls. The sharp switch of
end-states justifies our treatment of a critical escape energy. Electrons
labeled as lost have escaped through a y boundary, and it is unclear
whether they would have refluxed, escaped, or been absorbed if the
simulation window was larger in y.
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The simulation was repeated with a smaller window of size
ð�30 < x < 90Þ lm, and hot electrons were found to escape at the
same energy as in the larger window simulations, with similar energy
distributions at xmax. This suggests convergence in the escape energy
cutoff, but these 2D sheath fields will decay slower with distance than
fields in 3D space, so this cutoff is likely an over-estimate. The qualita-
tive behavior is similar in all four simulations for electrons exiting
through x¼ Ls. Refluxing also dominates electrons exiting the solid on
the pre-plasma side through x¼ 0, but the absorption chance is typi-
cally greater on this boundary. For example, C 1022 Wcm�2 has 20%
absorption in the bin corresponding to the dN/dp peak for the x¼ 0
probe, compared to 2% for the peak bin in the x¼ Ls probe. However,
it is expected that many of these “absorbed” electrons are simply
refluxing electrons, which were still outside the solid at the simulation
end. A typical reflux event was found to last�60 fs on the pre-plasma
side, but only �20 fs on the rear, which contributes to the absorption
discrepancy between the two sides.

The exiting, poutx , and returning, pinx , longitudinal momenta of
electrons leaving and reentering the solid through x¼ Ls was recorded
for all reflux events. In Fig. 7, refluxing electrons are binned by poutx
values, and the mean fractional change of longitudinal momentum in
each bin is shown by the solid lines for all four simulations. Most hot
electrons lose longitudinal momentum when refluxing, with the high-
est energy electrons losing the most. The jtnsa parameter is chosen
such that jtnsaa0mec is the average momentum loss for all hot elec-
trons exiting and reentering the solid, on both the x¼ 0 and x¼ Ls
sides. Electron momenta beyond those plotted in this figure mostly
escape the simulation window through the xmax boundary. These
trends seem similar across the different target materials, sizes, and
run-times, although the results appear grouped by intensity.

In C simulations, it was found that gl!e was 0.27 in the
1022Wcm�2 run, but only 0.03 for 1020 Wcm�2. This demonstrates
different injection characteristics for Fig. 7 simulations and could
explain the reduced peak momentum achieved in lower intensity runs
(relative to the ponderomotive momentum). The gl!e value for 10

20

Wcm�2 is similar to the one found to fit the data for the Fig. 11

benchmark in Appendix C, which was at 3:1� 1020 Wcm�2 and also
at normal incidence. At oblique incidence, the Fig. 12 benchmark fits
with gl!e ¼ 0:3, which is closer to that of C 1022 Wcm�2, despite
only being at 4� 1020 Wcm�2. The choice to set gl!e ¼ 0:3 in Secs.
IIIA and III B was made to allow for direct comparisons between the
results.

In addition to the large decrease in px, a smaller increase in py
was found on refluxing, which contributes to the angle increase
observed by Vyskočil et al.15 Figure 8 shows the average change in
angle when refluxing for hot electrons exiting the solid at different
angles. On average, hot electrons exiting below 30� to the injection
direction return at a greater angle, and those above 30� return lower.
The shaded region, which denotes average deviation from the mean, is
large and roughly uniform over all outgoing angles, which shows a

FIG. 6. The number spectrum of hot electrons exiting the solid through x¼ Ls in
the C 1022 W cm�2 simulation, binned by the electron momentum. The color
denotes the distribution of end states in each bin. An inset is provided to show the
fate of rare, high-momentum outgoing electrons.

FIG. 7. Refluxing electrons on x¼ Ls are binned by outgoing longitudinal momen-
tum (in units of the ponderomotive momentum p0 ¼ a0mec), and the bin averaged
momentum change is plotted. Simulations are labeled by target material and laser
intensity in W cm�2. The shaded region on C 1022 denotes the upper and lower
average deviations from the mean in each bin.

FIG. 8. Refluxing electrons at x¼ Ls are binned by outgoing
hout ¼ tan�1ðjpouty =p

out
x jÞ, and the Dh ¼ hin � hout values are averaged in each

bin. Simulations are labeled as in Fig. 7. The shaded region for C 1022 denotes the
upper and lower average deviations from hDhi in each bin.
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large range of scatter angles independent of the outgoing direction. The
rhDhi parameter is the shaded region size for hDhi, averaged over all
bins for electron reflux events at both x¼ 0 and x¼ Ls. This average is
weighted by the number of electrons in each bin.

The empirical parameters have been calculated in each simula-
tion, and the results are shown in Table I. Typical averages were cho-
sen for jtnsa and rhDhi for our hybrid-PIC simulations. We also chose
jesc ¼ 2 to be closer to the C 1022 Wcm�2 simulation, as this has the
most similar gl!e value to our hybrid electron injection.

IV. DISCUSSION

The boundary conditions of the 3D hybrid-PIC code used an
empirical model, which removed high-energy electrons, and reflected
the remaining electrons with some energy loss and scatter. This model
provides more detail than the reflective boundary conditions typically
used in hybrid-PIC codes,34,39 but relies on 2D full-PIC calculations of
electron refluxing in sheath fields. These 2D characterizations had run-
times between 160 and 700 fs, but have been extrapolated to hybrid-
PIC simulations, which were run over timescales of 10–100 ps. To test
the validity of reflux boundaries over longer timescales, the C
1022Wcm�2 simulation was repeated in 1D for an extended runtime
of 10 ps. The 1D run tested a larger target Ls¼ 20lm in a simulation
window spanning ð�100 < x < 130Þ lm. The cell size was reduced
to 10nm, with 600 macro-electrons and 120 macro-ions per cell. The
remaining parameters were set to match those of the 2D simulation.
The jtnsa value from the 1D run was found to be 1:2� 10�3, which is
comparable to the result found in 2D, although rhDhi was lower at 9�.
This difference in scatter behavior is to be expected, as the transverse
electron density profile of the sheath field will play a role in scattering,
which is not modeled in 1D. A jesc parameter cannot be found for the
1D simulation, as no electron energy range had a 100% escape chance,
which is attributed to the sheath field strength not decaying over dis-
tance in a 1D code.

In the full-PIC simulations, jtnsa values have been found in the
range of ð1:2–4:2Þ � 10�3, while the results of Sec. III use a typical
value of 2:7� 10�3. To demonstrate this uncertainty, the simple
scaling model of Sec. III B was run over the parameter range shown in
Fig. 1, and the lines splitting regions of dominant energy-loss mecha-
nisms have been plotted in Fig. 9 for different jtnsa values. While there
is uncertainty on the reflux-ionization dominance boundary, these
results suggest there is still a regime where reflux loss takes a non-
negligible fraction of the electron energy. This method has also been
used to estimate uncertainties in the x-ray efficiencies found in simula-
tions at 1022 Wcm�2, with gl!c ¼ ð1:46 0:7Þ% for Al, and
ð7:46 1:0Þ% for Au.

The hybrid-PIC code also assumes a general reduced Lee–More
model for resistivity calculations, which only offers an approximation
to the resistivity profile. Calculations using quantum molecular
dynamics (QMD) have demonstrated that the ion structure of the tar-
get determines the resistivity behavior, and variations in resistivity
model lead to differing electron transport patterns in hybrid-PIC
codes.39 In the case of Si, it was found that the resistivity from an
ordered lattice created an electron beam of annular cross-sectional
profile, while a disordered lattice led to filamentation in the beam.
However, the cross-sectional area of the beam was shown to remain
unchanged, so the current density, J, would be similar in all cases. As
the resistive electric fields vary with g and J (A1), it is expected that
these field strengths will be similar despite the changing electron distri-
butions. Hence, it is expected that field losses will still play an impor-
tant role as an energy loss mechanism in these systems, although the
precise energy loss behavior will depend on the resistivity profile.

V. CONCLUSION

A hybrid-PIC code has been written and benchmarked against
experiments for Vulcan shots around 1020 Wcm�2, where hot elec-
tron injection was found to form the dominant source of uncertainty.
Full-PIC simulations in 2D demonstrated that over short timescales
(up to 700 fs from a 40 fs pulse) most electrons reflux with an energy
loss, and the highest energy electrons escape. A table of empirical
reflux parameters has been produced, which can be used as a guide to
prevent re-characterizing the reflux boundaries for similar experimen-
tal setups.

The bremsstrahlung emission occurred over a timescale on the
order of 10–100 ps and showed higher efficiencies than previously
reported. PIC simulations were shown to underestimate the brems-
strahlung efficiency by orders of magnitude, as they are unable to cap-
ture the full emission. Monte Carlo codes are expected to overestimate
the emission, as they lack collective energy loss mechanisms. In these
3D simulations, we did not observe the lobes in the bremsstrahlung
angular distribution found in 2D full-PIC simulations.

TABLE I. Reflux boundary characterization parameters from 2D full-PIC simulations,
labeled by laser intensity in W cm�2, and target material.

Parameters

Run jesc jtnsa rhDhi [�]

1020, C 0.81 1:7� 10�3 27
1020, Au 0.75 1:6� 10�3 10
1022, C 1.9 4:2� 10�3 32
1022, Au 1.6 3:2� 10�3 22

FIG. 9. Separation of the dominant energy loss mechanisms using the simple scal-
ing model. The simulations used the same setup as in Fig. 1, but with the jtnsa
parameter varied between the characterization limits.
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Different energy-loss mechanisms were found to dominate at dif-
ferent laser intensities and target atomic numbers, with bremsstrah-
lung dominating in high-intensity high-Z setups. A simple analytic
model was provided for estimating efficiencies ge!c and showed good
agreement with the predictions of the code.

At these timescales, the code could be improved by evolving the
immobile background ion fluid with a hydrodynamic code, which
could model the effect of hot electrons interacting with laser induced
plasma waves within the target. This could be supported by an elastic
scatter model, which varied with the target ionization state. Thermal
conductivity models could also be added, and simulations could be re-
run using target-specific QMD resistivity models. The code could also
be extended to include photon transport effects like photoelectric
attenuation, and Bethe–Heitler pair production40 to better model
higher intensities.
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APPENDIX A: SOLIDS

Hybrid-PIC codes model the transport of hot electrons
through solids with a significantly colder and denser electron popu-
lation. The hot electron currents in these systems exceed the Alfv�en
limit, and propagate by drawing a return current density, jb, from
the background electrons.42 This return current establishes a resis-
tive electric field, E according to Ohm’s law

E ¼ gjb; (A1)

where g denotes the local resistivity of the solid. To avoid simula-
tion of background particles, the field equations are expressed using
only the hot electron current density, jh, by substituting the total
current density j ¼ jh þ jb into the Ampère-Maxwell law, and iter-
ating the magnetic field B with the Faraday–Lenz law

E ¼ g
1
l0
r� B� jh

� �
; (A2)

@B
@t
¼ �r� E: (A3)

The displacement current in (A2) has been neglected, as this is neg-
ligible over multi-picosecond timescales.29

Our code was built as an extension to EPOCH by introducing a
new solid concept to the code. Solids are single-element immobile
fluids added to the simulation window and are described by an
atomic number, Z, mean excitation energy, Iex, and radiation length,
X0. A spatially varying ion number density, ni, is assigned to each
solid, and multiple solids may be assigned to the same cell to con-
struct compound materials like plastic.

The hybrid mode also tracks the local background electron
and ion temperatures, Te and Ti (in kelvin) and the resistivity in
each cell. The temperature-dependent resistivity is calculated using
a reduced form of the Lee–More model,43

g ¼ me

Z	nie2sAa
; (A4)

where Z	 is the local solid ionization state (given by the More Table
IV algorithm44), s is the electron relaxation time, and Aa is a correc-
tion factor. Here, the Lee-More equations have been converted to SI
units. Our reduced model varies between the hot and cold relaxa-
tion time limits

ðsAaÞhot ¼
128p�20
3e4

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
me

2p

r
ðkbTeÞ3=2

ðZ	Þ2ni lnK
; (A5)

ðsAaÞcold ¼
R0

�v
k1; (A6)

where the Coulomb logarithm lnK is evaluated using the Lee–More
method,43 the ion sphere radius R0 ¼ ð3=4pniÞ1=3, mean thermal
speed �v ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3kbTe=me

p
, and k1 is a fitting parameter. The value of

sAa used in (A4) is maxððsAaÞhot; ðsAaÞcoldÞ, and resistivity is taken
to be gk2, where k2 is a second fit parameter. The ðk1; k2Þ values are
taken to be (7) and (3.5) from a fit to experimental Al resistivities.45

The electron temperatures of the background solid are updated
for each cell and time step according to

DTe ¼
q�

ZniCkb
; (A7)

where q� is the density of the energy deposited in the cell over the
time step, Dt, and C is the heat capacity46 of the solid

C ¼ 0:3þ 1:2T 0
2:2þ T 0

ð1:1þ T0Þ2
; (A8)

for T 0 ¼ ðkbTe=eÞZ�4=3. For compound solids, we replace the elec-
tron number density term ne ¼ Zni in (A7) with the sum of ne over
all solids in the cell and calculate a cell-averaged 1=C value weighted
by the ne value of each solid. This ensures that two overlapping sol-
ids of the same material retain the same behavior as the equivalent
single solid.

In Ohmic heating, the induced return current dissipates heat
by traveling through the resistive solid, depositing an energy density
of q� ¼ gjh 
 jhDt (as jjhj � jjbj).

30 In ionization heating, q� is the
sum of the ionization losses for all hot electrons in a cell over Dt,
divided by the cell volume.

Background electrons share energy with the ions through colli-
sions, updating the temperatures of each species at the rates

dTe

dt
¼ ðTi � TeÞ

ðZ	Þ2e4ni
tc

; (A9)
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dTi

dt
¼ ðTe � TiÞ

ðZ	Þ3e4ni
tc

; (A10)

with the repeated term, tc representing

1
tc
¼ 2

3ð2pkbÞ3=2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
memi
p

lnK

�20ðTemi þ TimeÞ3=2
; (A11)

where Ti and mi describe the ion temperature and mass,
respectively.47

APPENDIX B: HOT ELECTRONS

Hot electrons are injected into the simulation with exponen-
tially distributed energies, and a mean kinetic energy given by pon-
deromotive scaling, h�kðr; tÞi ¼ aðr; tÞmec2, for position r and time
t. Here, we use a local normalized vector potential aðr; tÞ
¼ a0

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
f ðrÞgðtÞ

p
, which applies an intensity reduction to (1) due to

the envelope functions f ðrÞ and g(t). The number of electrons
injected into the simulation, Ncell

e , from a cell with transverse area,
A, over a time step, Dt, is given by

Ncell
e ¼

I0f ðrÞgðtÞADtgl!e

h�kðr; tÞi
; (B1)

where gl!e is the absorption efficiency of laser energy into hot elec-
tron kinetic energy.

The ionization energy loss algorithm has been adapted from
Geant4 and takes two forms depending on the energy transferred
to background electrons.23–25 Hot electron energy loss is described
by a continuous stopping power when background electrons are
excited to energies, �dk , less than a cutoff energy, �k;cut,

dE
dx
¼ Znie4

8p�20mev2
ln

2ðcþ 1Þm2
e c

4

I2ex

 !
þ F� � dÞ

 !
; (B2)

where v and c are the speed and Lorentz factor of the hot electron,
respectively, and �k;cut is set to 1 keV. Here, F� is a function of c and
�k;cut, and d is the density effect function.48 Background electrons
excited to energies over �k;cut are treated as a discrete emission (d-
rays) and are added into the simulation as macro-electrons.

Secondary particle emission from macro-electrons in a PIC
code is achieved using the optical depth method.49 Over time step
dt in a solid with a cross section per atom r, a macro-electron cov-
ers an optical depth, ds ¼ nirvdt, where ds is equivalent to the
probability of an emission event during dt. The cumulative proba-
bility of emission by optical depth s is FðsÞ ¼ 1� e�s. Hence, an
optical depth of emission, se, can be sampled for each macro-
electron using se ¼ �ln ð1� xrÞ, where xr is a uniformly distrib-
uted random number between 0 and 1. The total s traversed by a
macro-electron is saved, and once this exceeds se a secondary parti-
cle is emitted, the saved s value is reset and a new se is sampled.

Discrete d-ray emission uses the cross section of high-energy
M€oller scatter,48 and a Geant4 algorithm for sampling the d-ray
energy from the differential cross section.23–25 A separate optical
depth is used for tracking bremsstrahlung photon emission, which
is characterized using the Seltzer–Berger differential cross sec-
tions.50 Following the theory of Wu et al.,16 the Seltzer–Berger cross
sections are enhanced by the factor, Fr

Fr ¼ 1þ ln jkD=asj
ln jasmec2=�hj

Z	

Z

� �2

; (B3)

to account for differences in nuclear charge screening from ionized
backgrounds. Here, kD is the Debye length of the background ions,
and as ¼ 1:4aBZ�1=3 describes charge screening from atomic elec-
trons where aB denotes the in Bohr radius. The bremsstrahlung
photon emission direction is sampled using a Geant4 algorithm,
which draws a direction according to the Tsai differential cross
section.51,52

Two models for elastic scatter have been implemented: a
hybrid-style approach used in previous hybrid-PIC codes29,30 and a
Geant4-style approach using an Urban algorithm adapted to the
PIC framework.53 The hybrid model solves the Fokker–Planck
equation in the limit of low Z targets and neglects large-angle scat-
tering, deriving an expected deflection, Dh over time Dt

Dh ¼ CðtÞ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Z2e4nicme

2p�20p3
ln

4�0hp
Z1=3mee2

� �
Dt

s
; (B4)

where CðtÞ is a random number drawn from a standard normal dis-
tribution. The Urban multiple scattering approach uses model func-
tions, which match the angular distribution moments of Lewis
theory,54 and provides an empirical fit for mapping large angle scat-
tering onto experimental results.55 The full Urban model modifies
both angle and position at the end of each step, to account for scat-
tering within the step. Steps within hybrid-PIC simulations are
shorter as they are constrained to a single cell, so we neglect the spa-
tial deviation in the PIC implementation.

APPENDIX C: BENCHMARKING

The first benchmark considers the experimental results of
Lockwood et al., which measured energy deposition as a function of
depth in a variety of targets.56 In Fig. 10, the hybrid-PIC code
attempts to recreate their data for a 0.5MeV electron beam at nor-
mal incidence on a Ta target. This was performed at low electron
currents, which give negligible resistive fields, and bremsstrahlung
and d-ray emission may also be neglected at these electron energies.
This benchmark mainly tests the ionization energy loss and elastic
scatter routines. The 3D simulation window (x � y � z) spanned
150� 2� 2 lm3 (256� 8� 8 cells), with open boundary condi-
tions in x, and periodic boundaries in y and z. In the first time step,
50 macro-electrons of unit weight were injected into each cell on
the xmin boundary, and the simulation ran for 2 ps. The deposited
grid energy was deduced from the final electron temperature distri-
bution and the heat capacity used in the simulations, and was
summed over all cells which shared an x position. These simula-
tions were performed for both Davies30 and Urban23–25 elastic scat-
ter models and show a reasonable agreement with the Lockwood
data. As the Davies simulation ran roughly 3 times faster, we have
opted for this elastic scatter model in this paper.

The hybrid field solver, Ohmic heating, reduced Lee–More
model, and laser-accelerated electron injection were benchmarked
against experiments with the Vulcan petawatt laser. Evans et al.
obtained a temperature-depth curve with data from shots on multi-
ple plastic targets, where the temperature was measured from a
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0.2 lm Al tracer layer buried at different depths.57 This was recre-
ated in the hybrid-PIC code using a simulation window, which
spanned 32:2� 20� 20 lm3 (322� 40� 40 cells), for a target
which was Al between x¼ 28 and 28.2lm, and plastic otherwise.
The peak laser intensity was estimated to be 3:1� 1020 W cm�2,
with a temporal fwhm, tfwhm¼ 800 fs, and a spatial radial fwhm,
rfwhm¼ 10lm. To fit the data, we assume gl!e ¼ 0:04. To estimate
the peak Te, the slow thermal exchange with ions has been neglected
and the final Te values are recorded at a 1.57 ps snapshot. It was
found that there was little change to the central temperatures after
this time, as the electron current density had fallen too low for sig-
nificant Ohmic heating.

The central TeðxÞ values are plotted in Fig. 11 and show a rea-
sonable fit to the experimental results. The presence of the Al tracer
layer at 28lm demonstrates the complex target capability of the

code and shows only a small increase in the temperature at this
point. Deviations from experiment are attributed to the rough
approximations in the injected electron characteristics, as real injec-
tions will be complicated by pre-plasmas and imperfect focal spots.

The final benchmark attempts to recreate the experimental
bremsstrahlung photon number spectrum into a 40� forward cone,
from 4� 1020 Wcm�2 Vulcan shots on thick Au targets.58 The
code modeled a 3mm �1002 lm2 Au solid (cubic cells of length
0.7 lm) and captured the full 12 ps emission. Hot electrons were
injected with tfwhm¼ 800 fs, rfwhm¼ 5 lm, and gl!e¼ 0.3.

Figure 12 shows the number spectrum of bremsstrahlung
photons created with angle less than 20� to the mean injection
direction. While we expect to over-estimate the low energy brems-
strahlung emission as our code lacks photoelectric attenuation,59 we
see that low-energy x-rays are actually under-estimated here. When
looking at bremsstrahlung x-rays from low current electron beams,
the hybrid code matches equivalent runs in Geant4, which sug-
gests a correct bremsstrahlung implementation. Hence, the Fig. 12
discrepancy is again attributed to the over-simplified electron injec-
tion model.
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